INNOVATORS IN THE CLASSROOM

77 HONOUREES

ACADEMIC ALL-CONFERENCE

3.20 AVERAGE STUDENT-ATHLETE GPA

3.29 AVERAGE SENIOR STUDENT-ATHLETE GPA

HIGHEST TEAM GRADE POINT AVERAGE

SOFTWARE

3.40

LEADERS IN GIVING BACK

2021 BAREFOOT CHALLENGE

TOTAL CONTRIBUTED
$200,076

GIFTS RECEIVED
1,567

CHAMPIONS IN COMPETITION

75-14 RECORD
(WINTER AND SPRING)

6 ALL AMERICANS
5 NCAA TOURNAMENT BERThS
5 NEWMAC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS
4 NEWMAC TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONS

TRACK & FIELD’S KATHERINE JACOBS ’22 (100-METER HURDLES) BECAME ONLY THE SECOND BABSON WOMAN TO QUALIFY FOR THE NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

THE HOME FOR EVERYONE

- Formed an Athletics DEI Committee
- Hosted Athletics diversity forums
- Created a Black student-athlete support group
- Launched the One Team Fund
- Enhanced solicitation of the Women’s Empowerment Fund
- Conducted professional training on identity and race for student-athletes and staff
- Established partnership with diversity and equity facilitator, Victoria Alexander
- Compiled historical data on race within varsity programs and compared to NEWMAC, NESCAC and NCAA Division III